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The Andersons Greenville- CompuWeigh Step by Step Guide
Welcome to the Andersons Marathon Ethanol Greenville plant. Below you will find the steps to guide
you through the plant using the CompuWeigh system. You will have multiple opportunities to check your
information on the monitors displaying your information throughout the process. If you have any questions
about anything, please feel free to reach out to us.
STOP #1- PROBING AREA
When approaching the probing area, please have your RF card attached to the passenger side visor,
with the visor flipped down. Please keep your visor lowered while on the property in order to have your card
scanned at each stop.
At the probe, when the proceeding truck in front of you pulls away, please pull forward right away. The
scale house will not probe a delivery vehicle until the RF card is scanned into the system. The scale house
will alert you if they are unable to pick up your card. However, you may need to slowly pull ahead until the
card reader can pick up your card.
If the scale house is trying to reach you, please watch for the flashing red light, and call scale house on
the intercom.
• If you don’t have a card, or if your card hasn’t been detected by the card reader: Your RF card should
scan automatically. If there is an issue with the card, you will see one of the 3 images below displayed
when you reach the probes.
o If your card has not been picked up by the reader, place your card outside the driver’s window
and hold it up to the white square card reader that is directly below the check-in screen.
o If you do not have a card, please press the call button, to speak with someone in the scale
house.
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•

Once your RF card is scanned the Summary screen will appear (below)
o NOTE- shorter trucks will likely not be able to see the screen, while positioned under the probe.
This is okay. You can pull forward to view the information or use the intercom to communicate
with the scale house.

o Please make sure all the information is correct. If the account for the load you are hauling is not
correct, press the history button to see a listing of splits you have hauled in the past. Select the
correct split on the screen and then push the ‘Select’ button at the bottom of the screen.
 If the split listed in the history is correct but the sale type isn’t. Please select the correct
customer and call the scale house using the intercom system to change the sale type.
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o If the account you need is still not on this list, please press the call button to speak to the scale
house. This split will stay in your card’s history, once there is a complete transaction.
o If you need any other information changed such as hold pay, cash or contract load; please call
the scale house through the intercom. They will make any changes for you.
 NOTE- When using the call feature to talk with the scale house staff, please speak clearly
and directly into the intercom. If you turn away, the scale house is not able to hear you.
o a summary screen will appear. If everything looks correct, please press the ‘Continue. button. If
the information is still incorrect, please call the scale house using the intercom system and
request changes. Once you press the “continue” button on the screen below, the stop for
probing screen will appear.

o Once probing is complete, the screen you see below will appear on the touch screen. The scale
house will use the red/green stop light system for you to know when you can proceed to the
inbound scale. Do not pull away until given the green light!
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Stop #2- Inbound Scale
•

•

A RF card scanner will read your card on the scale. At the east end of the scale, there will be a message
board and traffic light directing drivers when they are to proceed off the scale. Please do not pull off
the scale until the screen gives you a green light to proceed.
Four sensors will use their photo eyes to make sure the delivery vehicle is completely on the scale.
When the sensors sense the vehicle is on the scale and stopped, a weight will automatically be taken
and recorded into the CompuWeigh system.

Stop #3- Grade Verification Station
•

•

•

•

Please pull into the space between the 2 yellow poles. The screen/antenna will be on the right, or
passenger, side of the delivery vehicle. Please keep your RF card on the passenger side of your vehicle
for the Card Reader.
At this stop, there will be scrolling message board displaying your grades, and dump pit assignment.
This information will scroll until you pull away from this stop. Please watch for your grades! Once the
grain is dumped, we do not have samples to retest the grain. All grades will be final. (Note- please
discuss with your driver what acceptable grades levels you will accept).
o If your dump assignment says ‘Dump 1, 2’ or ‘Dump 2,1’, this means that you can use either
dump.
o If the screen reads ‘Dump Pit 1’ or ‘Dump Pit 2’ proceed to the assigned dump.
Please call the scale house if you have any questions with your grades
o If you would like a reprobe or if you choose not to dump your grain, please call the scale house
on the intercom.
The scale house will call on the intercom if there is an issue with your load, or if the load is rejected.

Stop #4- Grain Dumps
•

At this stop, you will dump the grain and proceed to the outbound scale.
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•

When the light above the dump door turns green, please pull forward in order for the door to open.

Stop #5- Outbound Scale
•

•

A RF card scanner will read your card on the scale. Four sensors will use their photo eyes to make sure
the delivery vehicle is completely on the scale. When the sensors sense the vehicle is on the scale and
stopped, a weight will automatically be taken and recorded into the CompuWeigh system.
At the end of the scale, there will be a message board and traffic light directing drivers when they are
to proceed off the scale. Please do not pull off the scale until the screen gives you a green light to
proceed. From here the driver will proceed to the ticket printer.

Stop #6- Outbound Ticket Printer
•
•
•

At the Outbound Ticket Printer a ticket will be automatically printed.
The driver will have the option to print additional ticket copies, by pushing the reprint button. Please
pull the first ticket before pressing the reprint button.
Please verify that the ticket belongs to you and that all information is correct. If there is any issues on
the ticket, please call the office as soon as safely possible.
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